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P systems with active membranes is one of the most studied models within the field of
Membrane Computing. Simulating the organization and behavior of the living cells through
a tree-like structure and abstracting the mechanisms that help the cell to keep alive into
rules (evolution, communication, dissolution and division rules), they have been used to
solve several computationally hard problems. We are dealing with non-cooperative systems
here, that is, the number of reactives in a rule is always one. Even then, it has been proven
that problems from the class PSPACE can be solved, so in order to acquire a minimal model
that can solve computationally hard problems, polarizations are removed. In this paper we
find the relevance of the length of the right-hand side of the rule, being necessary when
using separation rules and being irrelevant when division rules are used, improving some
solutions previously presented, restricting the right-hand side of the rules, obtaining new
frontiers of efficiency in this framework. The state of the art of these systems is presented
in a graphical way.

1. Introduction

Membrane Computing, first introduced in [15], is a computational paradigm inspired by the structure and behavior of 
living cells. Here, chemical elements flow through intra-cellular membranes, interchanging information between different 
compartments of the cell or between cells when they communicate within living tissues. Chemical reactions occur through-
out the cell, taking into account both the reactants and the environment they are in, and producing new elements, even 
changing the structure of the cell itself. This behavior is seen in one of the most important processes of the cell, mitosis, 
where the cell ends dividing into two new identical cells with the same genetic material of the original one.

In [5], P systems with active membranes are presented, introducing division rules inspired by the mitosis mechanism. At 
first, these systems were non-cooperative by means of objects, that is, rules were limited to use only one object as a 
reactive. Even with this restriction, computationally hard problems could be solved in polynomial time, so polarization were 
removed in order to obtain new frontiers of efficiency. In the framework of polarizationless P systems, forbidding or allowing 
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dissolution rules seems the key to pass from the non-efficiency to the efficiency [3]. In [14], the abstraction of membrane 
fission is introduced in the active membranes framework, giving way to separation rules.

In [20], minimal cooperation is introduced in the framework of polarizationless P systems with active membranes, in-
spired by the interaction of two chemical elements in a single reaction, and later on, cooperation is used in communication 
rules instead of object evolution rules [22,23] obtaining polynomial-time solutions to the SAT problem by means of polar-
izationless P systems using minimal cooperation and minimal production in communication rules, whether they are send-in 
or send-out, simple object evolution rules and division rules for elementary and non-elementary membranes. In this work 
we provide a new frontier of efficiency based on the use of separation rules instead of division rules, and providing a 
graphical way to see the current computational complexity landscape in these kinds of systems.

The paper is organized as follows. Next section briefly describes some preliminaries in order to make the work self-
contained. In Section 3, syntax and semantics of polarizationless P systems with active membranes by using membrane 
division rules or membrane separation rules are introduced. Definition of Recognizer membrane systems is recalled in Sec-
tion 4, as a framework to provide efficient solutions to decision problems. The concept of bounded minimal cooperation 
in object evolution and in communication rules is explained in sections 5 and 6. Next section is devoted to describe the 
limits of polarizationless P systems that make use of separation rules and minimal cooperation and minimal production in 
communication rules. In Section 8 we improve the solution from [1] to solve QSAT problem using simple evolution rules 
instead of classical ones. An overview of P systems with active membranes both using and not using cooperation is given in 
Section 9, with some figures lightening the current landscape of the study of computational complexity.

The paper ends with some open problems and concluding remarks.

2. Preliminaries

An alphabet � is a non-empty set and their elements are called symbols. A string u over � is an ordered finite sequence 
of symbols, that is, a mapping from a natural number n ∈ N onto �. The number n is called the length of the string u and it 
is denoted by |u|, that is, the length of a string is the number of occurrences of symbols that it contains. The empty string 
(with length 0) is denoted by λ. The set of all strings over an alphabet � is denoted by �∗ . A language over � is a subset 
of �∗ .

A multiset over an alphabet � is an ordered pair (�, f ) where f is a mapping from � onto the set of natural numbers N. 
The support of a multiset m = (�, f ) is defined as supp(m) = {x ∈ � | f (x) > 0}. A multiset is finite (respectively, empty) if 
its support is a finite (respectively, empty) set. We denote by ∅ the empty multiset and we denote by M f (�) the set of all 
finite multisets over �.

Let m1 = (�, f1), m2 = (�, f2) be multisets over �, then the union of m1 and m2, denoted by m1 + m2, is the multiset 
(�, g), where g(x) = f1(x) + f2(x) for each x ∈ �. We say that m1 is contained in m2 and we denote it by m1 ⊆ m2, if
f1(x) ≤ f2(x) for each x ∈ �. The relative complement of m2 in m1, denoted by m1 \ m2, is the multiset (�, g), where
g(x) = f1(x) − f2(x) if f1(x) ≥ f2(x), and g(x) = 0 otherwise.

Let us recall that a free tree (tree, for short) is a connected, acyclic, undirected graph. A rooted tree is a tree in which one 
of the vertices (called the root of the tree) is distinguished from the others. In a rooted tree the concepts of ascendants and 
descendants are defined in a usual way. Given a node x (different from the root), if the last edge on the (unique) path from 
the root of the tree to the node x is {x, y} (in this case, x �= y), then y is the parent of node x and x is a child of node y. 
The root is the only node in the tree with no parent. A node with no children is called a leaf (see [2] for details).

3. Polarizationless P systems with active membranes

Let us briefly recall some definitions of P systems models that will be used in the paper (see [7] for details).
A basic transition P system is a membrane system whose rules are of the following forms: evolution, communication, and 

dissolution. In these systems the size of the membrane structure does not increase, but an exponential workspace (in terms 
of number of objects) can be constructed in linear time, e.g., via evolution rules of the type [ a → a2 ]h . Nevertheless, such 
capability is not enough to efficiently solve NP-complete problems, unless P = NP (see [4] for details).

Replication is one of the most important functions of a cell and, in ideal circumstances, a cell produces two identi-
cal copies by division. Bearing in mind that the reactions which take place in a cell are related to membranes, division 
rules for elementary and non-elementary membranes are considered in the so-called P systems with active membranes. Such 
variant was first introduced by Gh. Păun [6] and it has associated electrical charges with membranes but the rules are 
non-cooperative and there are not priorities. Nevertheless, the class of all problems solvable in polynomial time and in 
a uniform way by means of families of P systems with active membranes which use division for elementary and non-
elementary membranes contains class PSPACE and it is contained in class EXP [12]. Thus, in order to provide efficient 
solutions to computationally hard problems, this framework seems to be too powerful from the computational complexity 
point of view.

In this paper, electrical charges are removed from P systems with active membranes. In the figures, we refer to membrane 
systems that make use of polarizations, but we do not explain them widely because they are not used here. Readers that 
want to know more about these systems can take a look at [5]. Two different ways of producing an exponential number of 



membranes in linear time will be considered: division and separation rules (abstractions of mitosis and membrane fission 
processes, respectively).

3.1. Polarizationless P systems with active membranes: syntax

Definition 3.1. A polarizationless P system with active membranes and membrane division of degree q ≥ 2 is a tuple 
(�, H, μ, M1, . . . ,Mq, R, iout), where:

• � is a finite alphabet whose elements are called objects;
• H is a finite alphabet such that H ∩ � = ∅ whose elements are called labels;
• μ is a labeled rooted tree consisting of q nodes injectively labeled by elements of H (the leaves of μ are called ele-

mentary membranes and we denote by iskin the label of the root of μ);
• M1, . . . , Mq are multisets over �;
• R is a finite set of rules, of the following forms:

(a0) [ a → u ]h , for h ∈ H , a ∈ �, u ∈ M f (�) (object evolution).
(b0) a [ ]h → [ b ]h , for h ∈ H \ {iskin}, a, b ∈ � (send-in communication).
(c0) [ a ]h → b [ ]h , for h ∈ H , a, b ∈ � (send-out communication).
(d0) [ a ]h → b, for h ∈ H \ {iout , iskin}, a, b ∈ � (dissolution).
(e0) [ a ]h → [ b ]h [ c ]h , for h ∈ H \ {iout , iskin}, h is the label of an elementary membrane, a, b, c ∈ � (division for elemen-

tary membranes).
( f0) [ [ ]h0 [ ]h1 ]h → [ [ ]h0 ]h [ [ ]h1 ]h , where h ∈ H \ {iout , iskin} and h0, h1 ∈ H (division for non-elementary membranes).

• iout ∈ H ∪ {env}, where env /∈ H , and in the case iout ∈ H , iout is the label of a leaf of μ.

Definition 3.2. A polarizationless P system with active membranes and membrane separation of degree q ≥ 2 is a tuple 
(�, �0, �1, H,μ,M1, . . . , Mq, R, iout), where:

• (�, H, μ, M1, . . . , Mq, iout) is as the previous Definition.
• {�0, �1} is a partition of � and {H0, H1} is a partition of H ;
• R is a finite set of rules, of the following forms:

(a0) [ a → u ]h , for h ∈ H , a ∈ �, u ∈ M f (�) (object evolution).
(b0) a [ ]h → [ b ]h , for h ∈ H , a, b ∈ � and h ∈ H \ {iskin} (send-in communication).
(c0) [ a ]h → b [ ]h , for h ∈ H , a, b ∈ � (send-out communication).
(d0) [ a ]h → b, for h ∈ H \ {iout , iskin}, a, b ∈ � (dissolution).
(e0) [ a ]h → [ �0 ]h [ �1 ]h , for h ∈ H \ {iout , iskin}, h is the label of an elementary membrane, a ∈ � (separation)
( f0) [ [ ]h0 [ ]h1 ]h → [ �0 [ ]h0 ]h [ �1 [ ]h1 ]h , where h ∈ H \ {iout , iskin}, h0 ∈ H0 and h1 ∈ H1 (separation rules for non-

elementary membranes).

A polarizationless P system with active membranes of degree q ≥ 2, can be viewed as a set of q membranes, labeled
by elements of H , arranged in a hierarchical structure μ given by a rooted tree (called membrane structure) whose root 
is called the skin membrane, such that: (a) M1, . . . , Mq represent the finite multisets of objects initially placed in the q
membranes of the system; (b) R is a finite set of rules over � associated with the labels; and (c) iout ∈ H ∪ {env} indicates 
the output region. We use the term region i to refer to membrane i in the case i ∈ H and to refer to the “environment” 
of the system in the case i = env . In these kinds of P systems there are mechanisms, implemented by division rules or 
separations rules, able to generate an exponential workspace (in terms of number of membranes and objects) in polynomial 
time. This allows us to describe brute force algorithms in these systems.

3.2. Polarizationless P systems with active membranes: semantics

An instantaneous description or a configuration Ct at an instant t of a polarizationless P system with active membranes 
is described by the following elements: (a) the membrane structure at instant t , and (b) all multisets of objects over �
associated with all the membranes present in the system at that moment.

An object evolution rule [ a → u ]h for h ∈ H , a ∈ �, u ∈ M f (�) is applicable to a configuration Ct at an instant t , if there 
exists a membrane labeled by h in Ct which contains object a. When applying such a rule, object a is consumed and objects 
from multiset u are produced in that membrane.

A send-in communication rule a [ ]h → [ b ]h for h ∈ H , a, b ∈ � is applicable to a configuration Ct at an instant t , if there 
exists a membrane labeled by h in Ct such that h is not the label of the root of μ and its parent membrane contains 
object a. When applying such a rule, object a is consumed from the parent membrane and object b is produced in the 
corresponding membrane h.

A send-out communication rule [ a ]h → b [ ]h for h ∈ H , a, b ∈ � is applicable to a configuration Ct at an instant t , if 
there exists a membrane labeled by h in Ct such that it contains object a. When applying such a rule, object a is consumed 
from such membrane h and object b is produced in the parent of such membrane.



A dissolution rule [ a ]h → b for h ∈ H \ {iout}, a, b ∈ � is applicable to a configuration Ct at an instant t , if there exists 
a membrane labeled by h in Ct , different from the skin membrane and the output region, such that it contains object a. 
When applying such a rule, object a is consumed, membrane h is dissolved and its objects are sent to the parent (or the 
first ancestor that has not been dissolved).

A division rule [ a ]h → [ b ]h[ c ]h for h ∈ H \ {iout}, a, b, c ∈ �, is applicable to a configuration Ct at an instant t , if there 
exists an elementary membrane labeled by h in Ct , different from the skin membrane and the output region, such that it 
contains object a. When applying a division rule [a]h → [ b ]h [ c ]h to a membrane labeled by h in a configuration Ct , under 
the influence of object a, the membrane with label h is divided into two membranes with the same label; in the first copy, 
object a is replaced by object b, in the second one, object a is replaced by object c; all the other objects are replicated and 
copies of them are placed in the two new membranes.

A division rule [ [ ]h0 [ ]h1 ]h → [ [ ]h0 ]h [ [ ]h1 ]h is applicable to a configuration Ct at an instant t , if there exists a mem-
brane labeled by h in Ct , different from the skin membrane and the output region, which contains a membrane labeled by 
h0 and another membrane labeled by h1. When applying such a division rule to a membrane labeled by h in a configuration 
Ct , the membrane with label h is divided into two membranes with the same label; the first copy inherits membrane h0
with its contents, and the second copy inherits membrane h1 with its contents. Besides, if the membrane labeled by h con-
tains more membranes other than those with the labels h0, h1, then such membranes are duplicated so that they become 
part of the contents of both new copies of the membrane h.

A separation rule [ a ]h → [ �0 ]h [ �1 ]h for h ∈ H , a ∈ �, is applicable to a configuration Ct at an instant t , if there exists 
an elementary membrane labeled by h in Ct , different from the skin membrane and the output region, such that it contains 
object a. When applying such a rule, the membrane is separated into two membranes with the same label; at the same 
time, object a is consumed and the multiset of objects contained in membrane h gets distributed: the objects from �0 are 
placed in the first membrane, those from �1 are placed in the second membrane.

A separation rule [ [ ]h0 [ ]h1 ]h → [ �0 [ ]h0 ]h [ �1 [ ]h1 ]h , where h, h0, h1 are labels such that h0 ∈ H0 and h1 ∈ H1, is 
applicable to a configuration Ct at an instant t , if there exists a membrane labeled by h in Ct , different from the skin 
membrane and the output region, such that it contains a membrane labeled by h0 and another membrane labeled by h1. 
When applying such a separation rule to a membrane labeled by h in a configuration Ct , that membrane is separated 
into two membranes with the same label, in such a way that the contents (multiset of objects and inner membranes) are 
distributed as follows: The first membrane receives the multiset of objects from �0, and all inner membranes whose label 
belongs to H0; and the second membrane receives the multiset of objects from �1, and all inner membranes whose label 
belongs to H1.

In polarizationless P systems with active membranes, the rules are applied according to the following principles:

• The rules associated with membranes labeled with h are used for all copies of this membrane.
• At one transition step, one object can be used by only one rule (chosen in a non-deterministic way).
• At one transition step, a membrane can be the subject of only one rule of types (b0)–( f0), and then it is applied at most

once.
• Object evolution rules can be simultaneously applied to a membrane with one rule of types (b0)–( f0). Object evolution

rules are applied in a maximally parallel manner.
• If at the same time a membrane labeled with h is divided by a rule of type (e0) or ( f0) and there are objects in this

membrane which evolve by means of rules of type (a0), then we suppose that first the evolution rules of type (a0) are
used, changing the objects, and then the division (or the separation) is produced. Of course, this process takes only one
transition step.

• The skin membrane and the output membrane can never get divided, separated, nor dissolved.

Let us notice that in these kinds of P systems the environment plays a passive role in the following sense: along any 
computation, the environment only can receive objects from the system but it cannot send objects into the system.

4. Polynomial complexity classes of recognizer membrane systems

In what follows, a membrane system denotes a P system of any of the different variants considered in the previous section. 
The concept of recognizer membrane system is defined as usual (see [9] for details). It is worth noting that in these systems 
the working alphabet � has two distinguished objects yes and no, there exists an input alphabet �, the initial multisets of 
the system are multisets over � \�, the output region is the environment, all computations halt, and for every computation, 
then either object yes or object no (but not both) must have been released into the environment, and only at the last step 
of the computation.

If � is a recognizer membrane system then, for each multiset m over the input alphabet �, we denote by � + m the 
system � where at the initial configuration, the multiset m has been added to the input membrane. Thus, we have an initial 
configuration associated with each input multiset m over � in this kind of systems. Any computation of � + m starts from 
such an initial configuration.



We denote by DAM0(α, β, δ, γ ) where α ∈ {−e, +e}, β ∈ {−c, +c}, δ ∈ {−d, +d} and γ ∈ {−n, +n}, the class of all 
recognizer polarizationless P systems with active membranes and division rules. The meaning of parameters α, β , δ and γ
is the following:

• if α = +e (resp., α = −e) then evolution rules are permitted (resp., forbidden).
• if β = +c (resp., β = +c) then communication rules are permitted (resp., forbidden).
• if δ = +d (resp., δ = −d) then dissolution rules are permitted (resp., forbidden).
• if γ = +n (resp., γ = −n) then division rules for elementary and non-elementary membranes are permitted (resp., only

division rules for elementary membranes are permitted).

In a similar way, notation SAM0(α, β, δ, γ ) is considered when we use separation rules instead of division rules. Next, let 
us recall the concept of efficient solvability by means of a family of recognizer membrane systems (see [8] for more details).

Definition 4.1. Let R be a class of recognizer membrane systems. We say that a decision problem X is solvable in polynomial 
time by a family � = {�(n) | n ∈N} of systems from R, in a uniform way, denoted by X ∈ PMCR , if the following hold:

• the family � is polynomially uniform by Turing machines;
• there exists a pair (cod, s) of polynomial-time computable functions over I X such that:

– for each instance u ∈ I X , s(u) is a natural number and cod(u) is an input multiset of the system �(s(u));
– for each n ∈N, s−1(n) is a finite set;
– the family � is polynomially bounded, sound and complete with regard to (X, cod, s)

The polynomial complexity class PMCR is closed under polynomial-time reduction and under complement [10].

5. Minimal cooperation in object evolution rules of polarizationless P systems with active membranes

Let us recall that polarizationless P systems with active membranes are non-cooperative systems, that is, the left-hand
side of the rules of these systems has only one object (the objects do not directly interact). Moreover, with the exception 
of object evolution rules, single objects are always transformed into single objects (the two objects produced by a division 
rule are placed in two different compartments/membranes).

Let us also recall that by using the dependency graph technique it has been shown that if dissolution rules are forbidden, 
then only tractable problems can be solved in an efficient way by families of polarizationless P systems with active mem-
branes even using division rules for non-elementary membranes (see [3] for details), that is, PMCDAM0(+e,+c−d,+n)

= P. 
It is worth pointing out that in polarizationless P systems with active membranes and without dissolution rules, the term 
“non-elementary membrane” is static, that is, in any configuration of any computation of the system, a membrane is ele-
mentary if and only if it is elementary at the initial configuration of the system (a “non-elementary membrane” never can 
“evolve” to an “elementary membrane”).

Cooperation rules take a relevant role in the efficiency of polarizationless P systems with active membranes since it gives 
to the systems enough power to solve hard problems efficiently. Some variants have been studied:

• Minimal cooperation (mc): object-evolution rules are of the form [ u → v ]h , where u, v ∈ M(�) and 1 ≤ |u| ≤ 2.
• Primary minimal cooperation (pmc): object-evolution rules of the form [ u → v ]h , where u, v ∈ M(�) and 1 ≤

|u|, |v| ≤ 2.
• Bounded minimal cooperation (bmc): object-evolution rules of the form [ u → v ]h , where u, v ∈ M(�) and 1 ≤ |u| ≤

|v| ≤ 2.
• Minimal cooperation and minimal production (mcmp): object-evolution rules of the form [ u → a ]h , where u ∈ M(�),

a ∈ � and 1 ≤ |u| ≤ 2.

We have to explore another kind of evolution rules, but without cooperation. They are called simple evolution rules,
indicated as +es , and are of the form [ a → b ]h , where a, b ∈ � and h ∈ H .

We denote by DAM0(α, β, γ , δ) (resp., SAM0(α, β, γ , δ)) the class of all recognizer polarizationless P sys-
tems with active membranes, cooperation in object evolution rules and division (resp., separation) rules, letting α ∈
{mc, pmc, bmc, mcmp}, or using simple evolution rules if α = +es .

Let us notice that standard notation in the literature referring to polarizationless P systems with active membranes 
(AM0(γ , δ)) corresponds, within this new notation, to the class DAM0(α, β, γ , δ).

6. Minimal cooperation in communication rules of polarizationless P systems with active membranes

In terms of efficiency, it seems that cooperation plays an active role when used in object evolution rules, so it seems
clear that we could try to consider this behavior in other kind of rules. Classical communication rules take an object from a 



membrane to another one (to the parent membrane if it is a send-in communication rule, and to a child membrane if it is 
a send-out communication rule).

Membranes could act as a cooperator that takes two objects from a membrane and “transforms” them into a new one. 
Then, we can define some variants:

• Minimal cooperation and minimal production in send-in communication rules (mcmpin): send-in communication rules
are of the form u [ ]h → [ b ]h , where u ∈ M(�), b ∈ �, 1 ≤ |u| ≤ 2 and send-in rules remain [ a ]h → b [ ]h .

• Minimal cooperation and minimal production in send-out communication rules (mcmpout ): send-out communication
rules are of the form [ u ]h → a [ ]h , where u ∈ M(�), a ∈ �, 1 ≤ |u| ≤ 2 and send-in rules remain a [ ]h → [ b ]h .

• Minimal cooperation and minimal production in both send-in and send-out rules (mcmpin−out ): send-in communication
rules are of the form u [ ]h → [ b ]h , where u ∈ M(�), b ∈ �, 1 ≤ |u| ≤ 2 and send-out communication rules are of the
form [ u ]h → a [ ]h , where u ∈ M(�), a ∈ � and 1 ≤ |u| ≤ 2

7. Limits on efficient computations in SAM0(+es,mcmpin−out,+d,+n)

In this section we study the computational efficiency of polarizationless P systems with active membranes, dissolution
rules and minimal cooperation in communication rules when separation rules (for elementary and non-elementary mem-
branes) are considered as a mechanism to generate an exponential workspace in linear time. Specifically, we will show that 
these kinds of P systems can only solve problems in class P in an efficient way. The proof is inspired on a similar result, ob-
tained in the framework of polarizationless P systems with active membranes and minimal cooperation in object evolution 
rules [19].

Let � = (�, �0, �1, �, H, H0, H1, μ, M1, . . . , Mq, R, iin, iout) be a recognizer P system from SAM0(+es, mcmpin−out,

+d, +n). In what follows we use the concepts of notations from [11].

• We denote by p(i) (resp., ch(i)) the label of the parent (resp., a child) of the membrane labeled by i, the parent of the
skin membrane is the environment (we write p(1) = 0). We denote by RE (resp., RC , RD and RS ) the set of evolution
rules (resp., communication, dissolution and separation rules) of �. We will fix total orders in RE , RC , RD and RS .

• Let C be a computation of �, and Ct an arbitrary configuration of C . With respect to the number of objects of the
system, let us notice that by applying a single rule, this number remains unchanged or decreases by one. Thus, the total
number of objects in Ct is, at most, M , being M = |M0 + ... +Mq|.
With respect to the number of membranes of the system, by applying a separation rule for elementary membranes,
an object is removed from the system, no new objects are produced and a new membrane is created. Thus, at most
M membranes can be produced by means of this process. Also, by applying a separation rule for non-elementary
membranes, the number of objects remains unchanged but a new membrane is created (when such a rule is applied to
a non-elementary membrane, it cannot be applied to that membrane anymore). In this way, no more than q − 2 new
membranes can be generated. Consequently, q + M + (q − 2) = M + 2q − 2 is an upper bound of the total number of
membranes at Ct .

• In order to identify the membranes created by the application of a separation rule, we modify the labels of the new
membranes in the following recursive manner:
– The label of a membrane will be a pair (i, σ) where 0 ≤ i ≤ q and σ ∈ {0, 1}∗ . At the initial configuration, the labels

of the membranes are (1, λ), . . . , (q, λ). The label of the environment is denoted by (0, λ).
– If a separation rule is applied to a membrane labeled by (i, σ), then the new created membranes will be labeled by

(i, σ0) and (i, σ1), respectively. Membrane (i, σ0) will only contain the objects of membrane (i, σ) which belong to
�0, and membrane (i, σ1) will only contain the objects of membrane (i, σ) which belong to �1. Only elementary
membranes can be separated, so if a membrane i is non-elementary then we denote it by the label (i, λ).

– If an object evolution rule or a communication rule is applied to a membrane labeled by (i, σ), then after the
application of the rule, the membrane keeps its label.

• Let us notice that the number of labels we need to identify all membranes appearing along any computation of a
P system from SAM0(+es,mcmpin−out ,+d,+n) is of the order O (M + q).

• A configuration Ct of a P system from SAM0(+es,mcmpin−out ,+d,+n) is described by the current membrane structure
and the multisets of labeled objects of the type

{(a, i,σ ) : a ∈ �,0 ≤ i ≤ q,σ ∈ {0,1}∗}
The expression (a, i, σ) ∈ Ct means that object a belongs to membrane labeled by (i, σ).

• Let r = [a → b]h ∈ R be an object evolution rule of �. We denote by n · LH S(r, (i, σ)), n ∈ N, the multiset of labeled
objects (a, i, σ)n We denote by n · R H S(r, (i, σ)) the multiset of labeled objects (b, i, σ)n produced by applying n times
rule r over membrane (i, σ).

• Let r = [ab]h → c[ ]h ∈ R be a send-out communication rule of �. We denote by LH S(r, (i, σ)) the labeled object
(a, i, σ)(b, i, σ). We denote by R H S(r, (i, σ)) the labeled object (c, p(i), τ ) produced by applying rule r over membrane
(i, σ), where (p(i), τ ) is the parent of membrane (i, σ). Similarly these concepts are defined for communication rules
of the forms [ a ]h → c[ ]h .



• Let r = ab[ ]h → [c]h ∈ R be a send-in communication rule of �. We denote by LH S(r, (i, σ)) the labeled object
(a, p(i), τ )(a, p(i), τ ), where (p(i), τ ) is the parent of membrane (i, σ). We denote by R H S(r, (i, σ)) the labeled object
(c, i, σ) produced by applying rule r over membrane (i, σ). Similarly these concepts are defined for communication
rules of the forms a[ ]h → [ c ]h .

• Let Ct be a configuration of �, we denote by Ct +{(x, i, σ)/σ ′} the multiset obtained by replacing in Ct every occurrence
of (x, i, σ) by (x, i, σ ′). Besides, Ct + m (resp., Ct \ m) is used to denote that a multiset m of labeled objects is added
(resp., removed) to the configuration.

Next, we provide a deterministic algorithm A working in polynomial time that receives as input a recognizer P system �
from SAM0(+es,mcmpin−out ,+d,+n) together with an input multiset m of �. Then algorithm A reproduces the behavior
of a single computation of such system.

The pseudocode of the algorithm A is described as follows:

Input: A P system � from SAM0(+es,mcmpin−out ,+d,+n) and an input multiset m of �

Initialization stage: the initial configuration C0 of � + m
t ← 0
while Ct is a non-halting configuration do

Selection stage: Input Ct, Output (C′
t , A)

Execution stage: Input (C′
t , A), Output Ct+1

t ← t + 1
end while

Output: Yes if Ct is an accepting configuration, No otherwise

The selection stage and the execution stage implement a transition step of a recognizer P system �. Specifically, the 
selection stage receives as input a configuration Ct of � at an instant t . The output of this stage is a pair (C′

t , A), where A
encodes a multiset of rules selected to be applied to Ct , and C′

t is the configuration obtained from Ct once the labeled objects 
corresponding to the application of rules from A have been consumed. The execution stage receives as input the output 
(C′

t , A) of the selection stage, and the output is the next configuration Ct+1 of Ct . Specifically, at this stage, configuration C′
t

yields configuration Ct+1 by adding the labeled objects produced by the application of rules from A.
Next, selection stage and execution stage are described in detail.

Selection stage.
Input: A configuration Ct of � at instant t

C′
t ← Ct; A ← ∅; B ← ∅

for each membrane (i, σ) of C′
t according to the lexicographical order do

for each r ∈ RE according to the order chosen do
nr ← maximum number of times that r is applicable to (i, σ)

if nr > 0 then
C′

t ← C′
t \ nr · LH S(r, (i, σ))

A ← A ∪ {(r, nr , (i, σ))}
end if

end for
for each r ∈ RC according to the order chosen do

if (i, σ) /∈ B and r is applicable to (i, σ) in C′
t then

C′
t ← C′

t \ LH S(r, (i, σ))

A ← A ∪ {(r, 1, (i, σ))}
B ← B ∪ {(i, σ)}

end if
end for
for each r ≡ [ a ]i → b ∈RD according to the order chosen do

if (i, σ) /∈ B and r is applicable to (i, σ) in C′
t then

C′
t ← C′

t \ {(a, (i, σ))}
A ← A ∪ {(r, 1, (i, σ))}
B ← B ∪ {(i, σ)}

end if
end for
for r ∈ RS according to the order chosen do

if (i, σ) /∈ B and r is applicable to (i, σ) in C′
t then

C′
t ← C′

t \ LH S(r, (i, σ))

A ← A ∪ {(r, 1, (i, σ))}
B ← B ∪ {(i, σ)}

end if
end for

end for

This algorithm is deterministic and works in polynomial time. Indeed, the cost in time is polynomial in the size of �
because the number of cycles of the external main for loop is of order O (M + q), and the number of cycles of the three 
internal main for loops are of order O (|R|). Besides, the cost of each internal loop is of the order O (M + q).



Let us notice that the number of tuples in set A is of the order O (M) because each object in the system can be involved 
in, at most, one rule and at any configuration Ct the total number of objects is upper bounded by M . In set A an order is 
considered in a natural way (a product order concerning the rules, natural numbers and labels).

In order to complete the simulation of a computation step of the system �, the execution stage takes care of the effects 
of applying the rules selected in the previous stage: updating the objects according to the RHS of the rules.

Execution stage.
Input: The output C′

t and A of the selection stage
for each (r, nr , (i, σ)) ∈ A according to the order chosen do

if r ∈ RE then
C′

t ← C′
t + nr · R H S(r, (i, σ))

if r ∈ RC then
C′

t ← C′
t + R H S(r, (i, σ))

if r ∈ RD then
C′

t ← C′
t + R H S(r, (p(i), σ))

C′
t ← C′

t + {(x, (p(i), σ)) | x is in membrane (i, σ) in C′
t }

Update the parent function by removing the membrane (i, σ)

else if r ∈ RS then
C′

t ← C′
t + {(λ, i, σ)/σ0}

C′
t ← C′

t + {(λ, i, σ1)}
for each (x, i, σ) ∈ C′

t according to the lexicographical order do
if x ∈ �0 then

C′
t ← C′

t + {(x, i, σ)/σ0}
else

C′
t ← C′

t + {(x, i, σ)/σ1}
end if

end for
for each ( j, τ ) ∈ C′

t do
if p( j, τ ) = (i, σ) and j ∈ H0 then p( j, τ ) = p(i, σ0)

else if p( j, τ ) = (i, σ) and j ∈ H1 then p( j, τ ) = p(i, σ1)

end if
end for

end if
end for
Ct+1 ← C′

t

This algorithm is deterministic and works in polynomial time. Indeed, on the one hand, the number of cycles of the 
main for loop is of order O (M). On the other hand, each cycle of the main for loop takes O (|R|) steps plus the number of 
steps spent by the two secondary for loops: the first takes O (M(M + q)) steps and the second takes O (M + q) steps.

Theorem 1. P = PMCSAM0(+es,mcmpin−out ,+d,+n)
.

Proof. It suffices to prove that PMCSAM0(+es,mcmpin−out ,+d,+n)
⊆ P. For that, let X = (I X , θX ) be a decision problem in 

PMCSAM0(+es,mcmpin−out ,+d,+n)
. Let {�(n) | n ∈ N} be a family of P systems from SAM0(+es,mcmpin−out,+d,+n) solv-

ing X , according to Definition 4.1. Let (cod, s) be a polynomial encoding associated with that solution. Let us recall that 
instance u ∈ I X of the problem X is processed by the system �(s(u)) + cod(u).

Let us consider the following deterministic algorithm A′:
Input: an instance u of the decision problem X

Construct the system �(s(u)) + cod(u)

Run algorithm A with input the system �(s(u)) + cod(u)

Output: Yes if �(s(u)) + cod(u) has an accepting computation, No otherwise

Given an instance u of the decision problem X = (I X , θX ), the following assertions are equivalent:

1. θX (u) = 1, that is, the answer of problem X to instance u is affirmative.
2. Every computation of �(s(u)) + cod(u) is an accepting computation.
3. The output of the algorithm with input u is Yes.

Therefore, algorithm A′ provides a solution of the decision problem X . Bearing in mind that A′ works in polynomial time, 
we finally deduce that X ∈ P. �
8. Simple object evolution rules

In [1] a polynomial-time solution to QSAT, a well-known PSPACE-complete problem is given in terms of polarizationless
P systems with active membranes that make use of division rules for both elementary and non-elementary membranes and 



dissolution rules. We can provide a tighter bound, by using only simple object evolution rules, that is, only one object is 
used in the RHS of this kind of rules. In order to obtain this solution, we are going to describe briefly the changes needed.

Theorem 2. QSAT ∈ PMCDAM0(+es,+c,+d,+n)

Let �(〈n, p〉) = (�, H, μ, M0, . . . , Mm+5n+3, R) be the family of P systems defined in [1]. Then, we define:

�′(〈n, p〉) = (�′, H ′,μ′,M′
0, . . . ,M

′
m+5n+3,R

′),

where:

(1) �′ = �− ∪ {ai, j | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ 3n − 2}, being �− = � \ {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ n};
(2) H ′ = H ;
(3) μ′ = μ;
(4) M′

0 =M0 ∪ {ai,0 | 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1}, M′
k =Mk, 1 ≤ k ≤ m + 5n + 3;

(5) R′ =R \ {G1, G2} ∪ {G1′, G2′}
G1′ [ai,3 j → ai,3 j+1 ]0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ i − 1

[ai,3 j+1 → ai,3 j+2 ]0
[ai,3 j+2 → ai,3 j+3 ]0

}
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ i − 2

[di → di+1 ]0 for 0 ≤ i < 5n + p
We count to 5n + p with the di object, same as in the reference, but this object is not concerned over the division 
nor creating new objects ai . Instead of it, objects ai, j are in the initial multisets and are the only ones in charge of the 
division of membranes thank to the rules of G2.

G2′ [ai,3i−2 ]0 → [ ti ]0 [ f i ]0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
In this model, membranes divide at the exact same step than in the original one, so it is easy to see that the change of 
these rules only affects the generation stage, so the rest of the computation keeps the same behavior as in the original 
design.

Corollary 1. PSPACE = PMCDAM0(+es,+c,+d,+n)

Proof. On the one hand, it is easy to prove that

PSPACE ⊆ PMCDAM0(+es,+c,+d,+n)

from Theorem 2 and taking account that class PMCDAM0(+es,+c,+d,+n)
is closed under polynomial time reductions.

On the other hand, we only have to remember that

PMCDAM0(+es,+c,+d,+n) ⊆ PMCDAM0(+e,+c,+d,+n) ⊆ PSPACE. �
In [18], it is demonstrated that efficiency cannot be reached using minimal cooperation with polarizationless P systems 

with active membranes and separation rules, even if dissolution and separation for both elementary and non-elementary 
membranes are allowed. From this result, we can extract some information not only about polarizationless P systems with 
active membranes which use separation rules and simple object evolution rules, but with these systems using polarizations, 
we can keep using the algorithmic technique in order to simulate them, since polarizations do not add any object to the 
system, so the system workspace remains upper bounded by a polynomial function.

Corollary 2. P = PMCSAM(+es,+c,+d,+n)

9. Upper bounds of cooperation

A new frontier of the efficiency has been obtained in the framework of polarizationless P systems with active membranes 
which make use of minimal cooperation rules in communication rules. On the one hand, from the previous section we 
have obtained that systems from SAM0(+es, mcmpin−out, +d, +n) can only solve problems from the class P, obtaining a 
landscape of these systems as shown in the below figure of Fig. 6.

On the other hand, in [22,23] a uniform polynomial time solution to SAT problem by families of polarizationless P sys-
tems with active membranes and with division rules which make use of minimal cooperation and minimal production in 
send-in (resp., send-out) communication rules have been provided.

Corollary 3. NP ∪ co − NP ⊆ PMC 0 ∩ PMC 0
DAM (+es,mcmpin,−d,+n) DAM (+es,mcmpout ,−d,+n)



Fig. 1. Efficiency in P systems with active membranes.

Fig. 2. Efficiency in polarizationless P systems with active membranes.

Apart from that, and using the same technique from [18], that is, taking the solution from [21] and generating all the 
objects using object evolution rules of the type [ a → bc ]h in order to obtain an exponential workspace with regard of the 
objects present in the system. In this case, if we take the solution of [22,23] and apply this technique, the following holds:

Corollary 4. NP ∪ co − NP ⊆ PMCSAM0(+e,mcmpin,−d,+n)
∩ PMCSAM0(+e,mcmpout ,−d,+n)

,

so below figure of Fig. 5 differs from the one from Fig. 6.
It gives us a new frontier in polarizationless P systems with active membranes which make use of separation rules and 

minimal cooperation in communication rules with respect of the size of object evolution rules.
Techniques given in [16,17] can be easily adapted to the systems studied in this work and new characterizations by 

means of classical complexity classes can be obtained.
From classical results in [5] to new ones obtained in this work, a state-of-art representation of complexity classes re-

garding cooperation in P systems with active membranes is contained in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

10. Conclusions and open problems

The classical definition of polarizationless P systems with active membranes makes use of non-cooperative rules and
their object evolution rules are of the form [ a → u ]h , where a is an object of the working alphabet and u is a finite 
multiset of objects. In that context, the capability of these membrane systems to create an exponential workspace in poly-
nomial time is implemented by means of division rules (for both elementary and non-elementary membranes). It is well 
known [3] that only tractable problems can be solved in an efficient way by families of such kind of P systems which do 
not make use of dissolution rules even if division rules for elementary and non-elementary membranes is allowed, that is, 



Fig. 3. Efficiency in P systems with active membranes which make use of cooperation in object evolution rules.

Fig. 4. Efficiency in polarizationless P systems with active membranes which make cooperation in object evolution rules.



Fig. 5. Efficiency in polarizationless P systems with active membranes which make use of cooperation in communication rules.

Fig. 6. Efficiency in polarizationless P systems with active membranes which make use simple evolution and cooperation in communication rules.



P = PMCDAM0(+e,+c,−d,+n)
. Besides, in this context dissolution rules play an important role because of this kind of rules 

are permitted then PSPACE-complete problems can be solved efficiently [1], that is PSPACE ⊆ PMCDAM0(+e,+c,+d,+n)
.

In this paper, we compare these systems with their cooperative counterparts, using both division and separation and 
using cooperation in both object evolution and communication rules.

In Section 7 we study the capabilities of polarizationless P systems with active membranes that make use of separation 
rules and minimal cooperation in communication rules, both in send-in and send-out. Using simple evolution rules, that 
is, only one object in the right-hand side of the rule, we obtain that this kind of systems can only solve problems from 
class P, obtaining a new frontier of efficiency regarding the kind of evolution rules, since if we use classical evolution rules 
[ a → u ]h , we can solve problems from class NP, adapting the solutions from [22,23].

In the next section, we improve the results from [1], using simple evolution rules instead of classical ones, and yet 
obtaining enough computational power to solve problems from PSPACE in polynomial time. It gives us a hint that using 
division rules leaves the length of the right-hand side of object evolution rules in the background.

Taking a look at the figures, we can see that when we use separation rules and simple object evolution rules, even 
using polarizations or bounded minimal cooperation is not enough to reach efficiency. But using separation rules besides 
object evolution rules allowing the RHS to have a greater length than the LHS allows the system have the same efficiency 
as their division counterparts, because we can simulate the behavior of division just by separating and then duplicating the 
objects of the two new membranes, that is, by allowing the system generate an exponential workspace with regard of the 
number of objects (let us remind that if a system uses separation rules and simple evolution rules, the number of objects 
and membranes comes bounded by the initial number of them, so it cannot create an unlimited exponential workspace as 
membrane systems using division).

Another conclusion we can make is that the upper bound of efficiency of membrane systems remains at PSPACE, because 
we can adapt easily the algorithm defined in [13] to membrane systems using cooperation.

Some open problems are the next ones:

• We know that P#P ⊆ PMCSAM(+e,+c,+d,+n) , but could families from SAM(+e, +c, +d, +n) solve problems from
PSPACE in polynomial time?

• The Păun conjecture remains open also for P systems from DAM0(+es, +c, +d, −n) and SAM0(+e, +c, +d, −n).
• Can systems from SAM0(+e, +c, +d, +n) reach efficiency?
• We know that P#P ⊆ PMCSAM(mc,+c,+d,+n) , but could families from SAM(mc, +c, +d, +n) solve problems from

PSPACE in polynomial time?
• We know that P#P ⊆ PMCSAM0(mc,+c,+d,+n)

, but could families from SAM0(mc, +c, +d, +n) solve problems from
PSPACE in polynomial time?

• We do not know if division rules for non-elementary membranes are a requisite to reach efficiency while using cooper-
ation in communication rules.
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